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    This is an introduction to the series of

articles regarding “ultimate” home theatre

acoustic applications. By default, it will

include human perception (psychoa-

coustics) along with the many aural

descriptors that are easily understood and

relatable, but are not easily, if at all, meas-

urable or quantifiable via current test instru-

mentation. When we talk about acoustics,

as related to home theatre, we are talking

about preserving the original audio signal

along the path from source to receiver. In

the most basic form it means controlling

three things:

1.  Structural Vibrations 

2.  Ambient Noise

3.  Soundwave Propagation 

    It may also mean controlling noise from

escaping and bothering others.

    When we talk about home theatre

acoustics, we are talking about a system.

This acoustical “system” consists of:

    When we talk about the room, we mean

its construction design, materials, methods,

set-up and calibration and how they influence

the performance of the system and ultimate-

ly, how they impact our experience. 

    Though we will be speaking about the

“ultimate” room design, construction materi-

als and methods, treatments, etc., the same

principles apply to any level of playback sys-

tem. We will also include the many common

mistakes and myths that still seem to plague

the industry. The goal with this series is to

make the readers aware of how influential

acoustics is to the enjoyment of home the-

atre, and to have an understanding of what

it means to control it. With this knowledge,

they will be able to pursue and attain a level

of satisfaction equal to their commitment. 

What Matters Most

    It is strange to me that people will dis-

cuss high-performance equipment without

considering acoustics. How important is

acoustics to the experience? The room

modifies the sound more than any other

component by far. Yes, even the loud-

speakers. Basically, different loudspeakers

themselves sound different due to the differ-

ent responses they impart from the electri-

cal signals that drive them, but rooms

impart and create new sounds and vibra-

tions, which are not found in the electrical

signals. Your typical home theatre has a

background noise level of 40 dB (A) SPL.

The threshold of normal hearing starts at 0

dB. You cannot hear sounds that are below

the noise floor of your environment (See

Figure 1). Low-level aural cues and dynam-

ic range are lost. The typical home theatre

takes at least one second before sound

dies away (See Widescreen Review Issue

178, page 40). Resolution, speech intelligi-

bility and articulation––also lost (See Figure

2). Loudspeakers don’t add background

noise or reverberation to your room. Why do

people so often purchase new electronics

in hopes of better sound instead of

addressing these bigger problems? They

simply don’t understand that it is acoustics

controlling (or distorting) the sound more

than anything else. Soundstage, imaging,

timbre, tonal balance, resolution, dynamic

range, articulation, presence, etc. are all

affected by the make-up of the room more

than by anything else. Take a quality loud-

speaker and notice how different it sounds

in every room in your house, and your

neighbor’s house. Take the same loud-

speaker and place it in a controlled environ-

ment and it will sound the same. It has

become neutralized. It is the sound of the

loudspeaker in its natural state. On the

other hand, in a controlled environment you

can easily identify the sonic signatures of

different loudspeakers because the unique

sonic signature of the room is no longer

overpowering them. 

    The loudspeakers and the room interact

at a very high degree and through multiple

means. To hear the artist’s intent, we have

to place the art into a neutral room. You

would not view Monet’s “Gare Saint-Lazare”

at a museum with a bright red wall behind

it, or yellow spotlights shining on it. If you

did, it would not express what Monet had in

mind. This series of articles will discuss,

from the audio playback perspective, how

to replicate what the artists had in mind.

These articles will cover how to “normalize

the system” for maximum accuracy, return

on investment, and enjoyment. 

Noise Control

    Noise control is the foundation for sound

quality. You can’t have sound quality until

you have noise control. Noise is any sound

or vibration that is not part of the original

electrical audio signal. It is externally self-

generated. Noises include: mechanical
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Figure 1: Typical quiet residential noise floor

in dB (A) SPL.
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appliances, plumbing, HVAC, footfalls,

equipment cooling fans, outside distur-

bances, etc. These consist of both airborne

and structure-borne annoyances. Some of

the governing characteristics of noise infil-

tration are: limits on dynamic range, loss of

low-level detail, interference with the sound-

track, and listener distraction from the story-

telling “zone.” Isolation is the name of the

game, and noise control is best addressed

up front at the design stage where it can be

mitigated by determining, evaluating and

prioritizing a plan to meet the noise objec-

tives. It involves the shell construction and

is a group effort among many of the con-

struction trades, which requires careful

management of the details. It is here that

one small error can ruin the design goal.

Dealing with noise after the build is much

more difficult and costly. Noise Control is

about hearing all that is recorded, with noth-

ing added.

Sound Quality

    With a quiet background, magic can be

created. Sound quality is the organization of

sound as shaped by the artists. Moods can

be conveyed, places felt, and emotions trig-

gered. Home theatre sound starts life as a

vibrating loudspeaker, which pushes air that

is received by the ear and interpreted by

the brain. Like noise control, sound quality

is concerned with only hearing the original

recorded material. However, when a loud-

speaker is placed into a contained space,

many air and structure-born artifacts devel-

op. Sound quality, good or bad, is a result

of the playback soundwave

energy interacting with the

room. Shell construction is

also a part of the sound quali-

ty implementation because

the shell becomes energized

by the loudspeakers. The

sound and vibration energy

that impinges on the shell is

ultimately transferred into heat

energy by means of absorp-

tion, reflection, diffusion,

and/or transmission. Here,

some of the governing char-

acteristics are: resonances,

reverberation, reflections, rat-

tles and room modes. These

obstruct tonality, timbre, spa-

tial cues, intelligibility, dynam-

ic range, articulation, resolu-

tion, etc. Proper room design

and the use of passive

acoustic treatments added to

the shell’s interior is the best

means of controlling these

issues. In addition, physical

set-up of the equipment and listeners, and

equipment calibration, play vital roles in

sound quality and how it is eventually expe-

rienced.  

Qualifying Quality

    As technology progress-

es we make new discover-

ies about how the world

works and how we react to

it. Science is evolving at

such an accelerated pace

that it is hard to keep up.

Yet, there are many com-

mon, meaningful character-

istics relating to sound that

currently can’t be meas-

ured with test instruments.

For example: soundstage

depth, width and height,

musicality, image size—

that space separating and

surrounding sounds, etc.

We are all familiar with

manufacturer spec sheets

full of numbers that tell us

nothing about how the

product actually sounds.

For example: frequency

response, Total Harmonic

Distortion, power rating,

etc. These objective, quan-

tifiable measurements may

be good for manufacturers

but are unhelpful to the

consumer trying to define

the sound quality. The con-

sumer would like to know if the product

sounds better, more real, or just different in

some way? Currently, there are no standard

tests to help us discern whether we will pre-

fer, say, amplifier A over amplifier B.

Instead, we must rely on the opinion of

someone who has actually listened to it,

which is very unreliable for numerous rea-

sons. We do have simple bio-feedback

monitoring means of measuring emotional

responses to auditory stimulus, which unde-

niably gets around our biases, forgetful-

ness, etc. It can indicate when sound is

convincing enough to trigger emotional

reactions, but this is extreme, not very

repeatable, nor consistent from individual to

individual.

    There are many hard and fast rules that

govern good sound reproduction, practices

that have stood the test of time, and solid

recommendations that can only help

improve audio performance, whether

momentarily perceptual or not. There is also

a ton of ignorant opinions, smoke and mir-

rors, and snake-oil products with unsub-

stantiated claims in the audio industry.

Buyers beware!

    When I was asked to write the acoustics

segment for this Widescreen Review series,

I was told to write about what it takes to cre-

ate the ultimate experience. To the inexperi-

enced listener, some of this content will

seem extreme, even hard to believe. I sug-

Figure 2: Speech intelligibility degradation with increase

of reverberation time and speech-to-noise ratio.

Blue: results for speech-to-noise ratio of >30 dB.

Red: results for speech-to-noise decrease of only 3 dB.

Shaded: typical home theatre.
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gest to you that unless you have experi-

enced it, you cannot know. Fine audio reso-

lution is rare. You only know what you have

experienced so far. It can be like seeing

20/20 for the first time. I will stay away from

preferences for formats, product brands or

models, but will touch on the importance of

quality throughout the audio component

chain.

    Most of the expressive terms used in

audio are only subjective. They are descrip-

tors that we can easily recognize and relate

to, but of which there is no standard means

of measurement or quantifiable unit to con-

vey their sonic attributes. This is the core

reason for frustration in audio for some and

fascination for others. The quest for full real-

ization of the artist’s intent can become

obsessive but also a fun and satisfying jour-

ney. The ultimate experience means that

conditions are controlled to the point that

what is seen and heard in the story can

cause chills down your spine, hairs stand-

ing on end, tears welling in the eyes,

pounding heart beats, a startled jump in

your seat, excitement, relaxation, etc. These

are signs that the storytelling is being con-

veyed and believed to the point that the

body is uncontrollably responding. It

becomes another reality––our escape for a

couple of hours from our actual reality. 

    Pitch (frequency in Hertz) and loudness

(sound-pressure level in decibels) are easy

to measure and quantify, yet are a bit more

difficult for most people to relate to, at least

in their respective units of measurements.

On the other hand, how do you measure

shrill, closed-in, warm, etc.? Yet, we under-

stand what they mean. We will study this

further in the next installment. I just want to

convey that, though, I like to use science

whenever it’s available, there are times

when things can only be expressed subjec-

tively, and it is our only available gauge for

communication and judgment.

    To get the ultimate experience, every-

thing must be in place. I’d like to make two

important points here:

    1. The room and the equipment interact

at a very high degree. The room size, its

shape, its construction materials and meth-

ods, its furnishings, and the equipment set-

up and calibration all combine to dictate the

performance quality of the electronics

regardless of their excellence. Said another

way, mid-fi in a controlled environment will

outperform high-end in an uncontrolled

environment every time. That is how impor-

tant acoustics is to the experience, and to

the potential of the electronics. 

    2. Ideally, you should not see or hear the

room when watching a movie or concert

video. The environment should never dis-

tract from the art. 

    When all is properly in place, the home

theatre enthusiast can suspend judgment of

improbability and the “willing suspension of

disbelief” can occur (See Widescreen

Review Issue 182, page 44). This is the

goal for everyone.

    In the following segments we will touch

on the topics below and more. I will refer to

previous Widescreen Review articles avail-

able online at times, so as to not be too

repetitive. However, much will be repeated

as required:

    • Intro to Sound and Vibration

    • Intro to Hearing and Hearing Acuity

    • Sound in Spaces and Human

Perception

    • Psychoacoustics, Timbre and Value

Perception

    • The Acoustic Shell

    o Dimensions and Room Modes

    o Mechanical and Structural Isolation

    o Partitions and Penetrations

    o HVAC 

    o Electrical Supply

    • Set-up

    o Loudspeaker/Listener Layout

    o Calibration

    • Interior Acoustics 

    o 1st Order Reflections

    o Reverberation Times

    o Diffusion

    o Sound Isolation

    • Voicing- Acoustical Measurements and

Analysis

    • Audio Prioritization

    Whether you are a hobbyist on a budget

looking to improve your existing home the-

atre or someone with deep pockets looking

for some background knowledge before hir-

ing an acoustic designer, this series will

give you the ammo needed to win the fight

for your ultimate experience. WSR

_________________________________________
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